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Women keep fighting with me (2.0)
May 8, 2018 | 2 upvotes | by empatheticapathetic

So I made this exact post maybe 2 years ago but have found no solutions and keep running into the same
problem. Been on TRP nearly 4 years. No lays yet due to various reasons.
Instead when I open women all that keeps happening is mega unending shit tests from women who from
my perspective seem somewhat attracted but for some reason are terrified of acknowledging it. I have
under average facial looks ftr.
Just anywhere and everywhere I go. Bars, trains, public transport. If I manage to talk to a girl I have a
story for each where a completely normal interaction suddenly takes a huge sharp turn and I encounter
absolutely brutal shit.
This weekend I was at an event. Kept seeing some girl who worked on merchandise. Spoke to her, had
banter. She loved it. Flirty eyes mixed with occasional jab here and there all. I’m not even trying to get
her number, just have fun. Was fun every time but I opened probably 40 girls all weekend as I was
surrounded by friends, in my element and it’s just what everyone’s doing.
This was probably the hottest girl I’ve ever talked to that even gave me more than a second of her time.
So at around 10pm I see a female friend of mine and go over to chat. This merch girl appears from
nowhere and screams right in the middle of the street “is this guy harassing you? He’s been harassing me
and women all weekend”. Big public scene. White knights and complete strangers (women) jumping in to
defend her and threaten to beat me up. I’m instantly banned from the event. I ask what I did, no one can
answer. Even the girl is nearly breaking down being unable to answer this simple question instead using
her emotions to gather sympathy. But it doesn’t matter because she is venue staff, a hot girl and I’m an
ugly creep so her accusation is law. I make sure I don’t break frame or lose my cool at all despite attacks
from dozens of people in the street. Thankfully some of my male friends defended me which means a lot.
My female friends immediately disappeared unsurprisingly.
Now I’ve got a reputation as someone who harasses women in this scene.
I’d love to say this is a one off but this shit happens to me like once a month. My own sisters are
constantly trying to break my frame in every single conversation we have.
It’s like my frame is not believable enough for any woman so they are convinced they can break me.
They never will because I have dealt with much worse than this in my life, but I don’t know how to get
past this issue.
This experience has been weighing on me for the last few days now and really shot my dwindling
confidence somewhat.
Would appreciate any perspective on this.
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Comments

wheresMYsteakAt • 9 points • 8 May, 2018 01:36 PM 

Kept seeing some girl who worked on merchandise. Spoke to her, had banter. She loved it. Flirty eyes mixed
with occasional jab here and there all

Uhh, by "kept seeing" do you mean passed by the booth that she was stationary at, unable to leave and paid to be
nice to people?

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 01:44 PM [recovered]

What difference does it make? You’ve just created a character out of thin air.

We passed each other a number of times where neither of us said anything to the other. Only when it was
convenient did we chat.

wheresMYsteakAt • 5 points • 8 May, 2018 01:50 PM 

Because one alludes to her possibly having an influence in the rate of times you saw her, the other is just
you actively passing her booth.

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 01:52 PM [recovered]

So I make a post about how in my opinion I did not harass a woman (because I didn’t) and you
basically re ask me “are you sure?”. Seriously?

carb0ncl1mber • 3 points • 8 May, 2018 03:18 PM 

It’s a fair question to ask. What you’re describing is really strange. What’s that phrase... If
everyone you meet is an asshole, then you’re the asshole.

This girls behavior of calling you a creep has no explanation. So we can either question how
effective you are at reading yourself and others, which is fair considering none of us know you, or
we can agree this is weird and unusual, with no obvious reason for happening.

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 05:35 PM [recovered]

The post itself is an analysis of myself and the fact I cannot find the answer. The fact that
most people here have basically jumped to attack me is completely useless and not achieving
anything. It’s the same mob mentality I dealt with on Sunday. I wouldn’t be asking the
question if I truly thought there was no issue, but no one is actually thinking about anything
with any redpill depth. It’s just shallow attempts to change the story.

It’s a given that I did not follow her around and harass her and I have enough emotional
intelligence to come on here and ask the question.

carb0ncl1mber • 2 points • 8 May, 2018 06:59 PM 

I’ve gone through the comments. I don’t see an unfair mob attack.

The general consensus is that you’re probably doing something wrong, but there isn’t
enough context or detail for anyone to tell you what that is.

The only thing anyone can say, is that you’re probably coming across differently than you
think. People don’t usually attack someone or call someone creepy. So likely, it isn’t them,
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but something you’re doing. That is to say, somehow you’re coming across as creepy.

That could be false, but that’s the only conclusion anyone here can come too.

It sounds to me like you’re too aggressive for your looks honestly.

wheresMYsteakAt • 2 points • 8 May, 2018 03:25 PM 

Yeah, are you not used to people having a different opinion or does it just make you
uncomfortable in general?How many times did you go up to he booth?

Beegoop • 5 points • 8 May, 2018 04:49 PM 

Are you fucking retarded? It makes a huge difference.

She's on the job. She might not be doing shit at the moment, but she's working, and you constantly seeing
her and speaking to her does not mean she sees you as some guy she would want to hook up with. You
are literally just some guy to her that keeps showing up.

News flash, not every "flirty eye" you see from a girl means that they're flirting - you must have
obviously misread this. Plus, a lot of girls have some decent banter, both from their friend groups and
dealing with guys. Boy, you misread that entire situation completely, and it's no wonder you haven't
gotten laid in 4 years, despite being on TRP.

from my perspective seem somewhat attracted but for some reason are terrified of acknowledging it

You misread then.

I have under average facial looks ftr.

Under average looks and a demeanor that consistently turns women off; you're in denial.

It’s like my frame is not believable enough for any woman so they are convinced they can break me

That's because it's not believable then, obviously, and if you haven't gotten laid despite living TRP in 4
years, it honestly isn't. No two ways around it.

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 04:59 PM [recovered]

News flash. The tone of your message is useless. Please read the rest of my responses before
replying.

Beegoop • 1 point • 8 May, 2018 09:14 PM 

Good luck on your 5 year streak my guy.

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 09:58 PM [recovered]

Thanks for writing a useless entitled response.

Beegoop • 1 point • 9 May, 2018 12:48 AM 

I think you can go for 6.

TheRedPillMonkey • 10 points • 8 May, 2018 01:11 PM 

You've been here a few years, gotten zero lays, and are constantly told you harrass women by the women you
talk to?

I mean, if it walks like a duck and talks like a duck.....
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I think you're game is 100% fucked and you're not seeing what you're doing wrong. Your read on IoI's is
probably way off, the words you're saying are probably off, your demeanor is probably off, and you can't pass
shit tests at all. Everything is off.

And don't tell me those are all fine. If they were, you'd be getting laid more than zero times in the past 2 years,
and not getting told you're a harrassing asshole.

I think you need to hit that side bar back from the beginning, and be a little more honest with your interactions
and the feedback you get.

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 01:39 PM [recovered]

I don’t agree. And the way you shame me at the end to be unable to disagree with you is telling enough.

I haven’t got laid because of various reasons. Moving. Changing jobs/towns. Performance and erection
anxiety and I don’t take opportunities that are presented to me. All I’m ever aiming to achieve is flirt with
girls.

I honestly think my lack of escalation beyond flirting is what is offsetting the entire situation. They recognise
an underlying lack of confidence and want to suss it out.

I am not even talking to or looking at girls most of my day. This was a party event and I was just on it having
fun as everyone else was. My mutual friends we’re remarking on my unusual level of confidence and game
regarding girls this weekend.

I could probably link you every story I have where something similar happened and I doubt you would say
“well if it walks like a duck”. I mean we’re on the Fucking red pill. What a cop out attempt to understand the
situation.

Cheers for the input. If you want to just call me an idiot in response then have at it.

FwoGiZ • 4 points • 8 May, 2018 02:46 PM 

I think Monkey has point the finger right on the issue which is in part your denial. But you keep denying.
Take a good step back or two and re analyse everything... this is the best tip and rest is up to you... you
can get +1 lay or keep coming up with excuses.

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 02:49 PM [recovered]

I made a thread asking for help with analysis because I can’t figure it out, I state it’s been 2 years.
This guy has just repeated that something/everything is wrong without actually saying anything
useful. Most people can say the same thing without the level of ego this guy has acted with. Clearly
he can’t empathise with the issue so why even comment?

FwoGiZ • 3 points • 8 May, 2018 03:24 PM 

If you can't see the advice in what he said, then it no one here is surprised you have so many
issues in your life. It can never be your fault cause you can't even simply reflect on your own self.
When everyone is an asshole, maybe you're the asshole... Ever heard of that?

MattyAnon • 2 points • 9 May, 2018 11:38 AM 

I've replied elsewhere, but would like to address this too.

I don’t agree. And the way you shame me at the end to be unable to disagree with you is telling
enough.

While u/TheRedPillMonkey is phrasing things harshly, he does have a point. Your rejection of his points
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is indicative of an egotistical entitled attitude.

All I’m ever aiming to achieve is flirt with girls.

Why? Girls want to be seduced as well as flirted with. You say "all I'm ever aiming", as if to excuse
yourself or your actions. It's like you're saying "I'm just trying to flirt with them, so they shouldn't attack
me".

I honestly think my lack of escalation beyond flirting is what is offsetting the entire situation. They
recognise an underlying lack of confidence and want to suss it out.

I doubt this.

In my experience lack of escalation leads to female boredom and disinterest, not outright attack.

Yes it does happen: women feel entitled and resentful when men don't give them what they want.

If this is the problem, the solution is simple: either give them what they want or don't flirt with them.
Instead of trying to flirt with "40 women" over the weekend, escalate with one and don't flirt with the
rest. But I'm skeptical that this is the problem.

I doubt you would say “well if it walks like a duck”. I mean we’re on the Fucking red pill. What a
cop out attempt to understand the situation.

You're missing the point here. Willfully. What he's saying is "if lots of women complain about
harassment, it's them not you", and he's right. WHATEVER is going on with them, it's you that's the
problem.

If you believe jealousy and lack of escalation is the problem then chat up less of them at the same time
and escalate more. If you are right, then this will solve it.

I don't think you are right. I think you're over judging their attraction, I think you're self entitled and are
constructing a world in which they are super attracted but "afraid to show it". This is an ego-protecting
lie to yourself to make you feel better.

Your performance anxiety is something you need to work on so you can start seducing girls rather than
flirting. You battle through this by doing it. Avoiding sex will not make it better.

TheRedPillMonkey • 3 points • 8 May, 2018 02:11 PM 

Lol. Of course you disagree. If you agreed, you wouldn't be in your situation because you would have
identified the problem by now and made a change.

All you are doing is whining. Whining is complaining about things in your control. That's also victim
mentality.

You say you have the same story over and over again, but it's never your fault? It's always some outside
circumstances? It's obviously not your game, it's on point despite 0 results, right? You never get laid, but
but but but that's because things you can't control!

Yes, this is redpill. The first thing you need to internalize is EVERYTHING is of our own making. We
are the Maker's of our own destiny. You're capable of banging HB10s. Just hit the gym like a boss, get
your career and hobbies on point, and get your attitude right. You are capable of being a millionaire. You
are capable of banging a new girl every day of the week.

Once you understand that your the one who's getting in your own way and not adapting, then you'll start
seeing results.
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empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 02:27 PM [recovered]

Why would I make a thread asking this question if I didn’t think it was something I could fix? If you
think I’m whining why even respond?

You’re more interested in being right than discussing. And you think I have an ego?

I made the point right at the beginning of saying “I have not been laid due to various reasons”. If you
could read you’d realise the post was never about getting laid. The nuance is too much for your black
and white perspective.

Clearly something about me is triggering these women. But your useless “everything is wrong with
you” comment solves nothing but stroking your own ego.

It is such a huge sign of insecurity to use someone’s self admitted vulnerability against them. Your
argument stands on its own merit surely?

Empty redpill platitudes are great if you have no ability to actually discuss anything. I never said any
of the shit you’re trying to put on me.

Clearly you have no depth to your advice other than “uh fix urself”. Good luck with it.

TheRedPillMonkey • 2 points • 8 May, 2018 03:37 PM 

Dude, you really need to calm down, especially with the defensiveness.

You asked what we think was wrong. I responded by saying it sounds like everything. You didn't
really give much else to go on. You talk to women, they accuse you of harrassing them and you
never close. What can it be? Well, it could be approach, it could be you're reading of IoIs, it could
be all the things. You need to start adjusting. I'm not sure what else you're looking for us to say.
Obviously if you think talking is going totally fine, and they consistently don't, then your read of
these situations is way off, and your game isn't on point. Lots of us swing and miss, and we don't
get told we're harrassing them ever, let alone relatively consistently.

Listen, I've been in your shoes. That's why im being tough. I've not been accused of harrassing
constantly, but I have had issues closing, using the excuse "I'm just happy to flirt, I swear", having
all the excuses in the world why I'm cool with it like circumstances, etc... Guess what, deep down
I wasn't happy with it. I was just rationalizing my lack of game.

The change was me. It was a change in attitude. A change in behavior. A change in goals. A
change in approach. A change in game. Not being "cool with" just flirting. Starting more of a
IDGAF mentality and a goal to smash. It was analysis, trial and error.

And like you, I was also very defensive. It gets you no where. My comments shouldn't put you so
on edge or make you so denfensive. I don't say that out of ego, as if I'm the smartest and most
alpha guy here (tho if I was, my ego would be on point). I'm not flawless and I'm also always
learning. But my remarks should either roll off your shoulder, or be able to be rebuked in a much
less defensive manner.

RaughKee • 4 points • 8 May, 2018 01:35 PM 

Sounds like you have a very difficult time differentiating between DGAF cocky and aggressive creeper. You
don’t have “frame,” you have a demeanour that freaks women out. You seriously need to re-calibrate.

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 01:49 PM [recovered]

This sounds like it could be the issue. But what is your definition of ‘creeper’?

How can I recalibrate? I thought I am supposed to be an unflappable high confidence guy. It’s the only way
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to survive.

[deleted] • 1 point • 8 May, 2018 04:23 PM 

Creepy behavior is a function of how hawt you are. Tone it down, get more ripped. Halo effect for the
win.

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 04:37 PM [recovered]

So is everything else in this thread just hamstering?

[deleted] • 1 point • 8 May, 2018 08:30 PM 

What’s wonderful about women is they are all like that. Get “hawt” and these extreme reactions
disappear. Otherwise, change up your game.

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 09:09 PM [recovered]

So just keep lifting forever. I’m doing that already but that’s the only real solution to this?

[deleted] • 1 point • 8 May, 2018 09:15 PM 

It's not a straight line. There's a point physically when you're at 10-11% body fat and look
like a gladiator. And yes, it's the simplest solution.

A more nuanced answer is there is more than one type of "game". Aggressive cold
approach has a very high rate of failure no matter who you are. Leverage your social
circle. Leverage social indicators of status. Tone down or attempt different "flirting"
techniques. Most of all, dump ego and experiment.

Besides you buried the lead. You knew this girl as a band mate?

jm51 • 1 point • 8 May, 2018 09:20 PM 

I thought I am supposed to be an unflappable high confidence guy. It’s the only way to survive.

There are some socially awkward guys that have frame. Their frame might be fuzzy round the edges but
they're not trying to prove that they're socially competent. They've found a way of owning their
awkwardness and some women find that endearing. The fact that they survive, and get laid sometimes,
proves that unflappable high confidence is not the only way to survive.

<what is your definition of ‘creeper’?

Our definition is irrelevant. It's her definition that matters. You build your frame any way you want, it's
your life. If you want female company though, it needs to be a frame that she is comfortable with.

For now, give up on the kino until more than 3 women have touched you.

dustman83 • 2 points • 8 May, 2018 02:29 PM 

Something isn't right if you have been following TRP for 4 years with zero lays. I'd change things up a bit
because clearly whatever you're doing isn't working.

Over 4 years, assuming you're less than 15% body fat, and hit a bar every Friday or Saturday, you should be
having decent girls approach you once they are a few drinks deep, so long as you give a smile or eye contact.

GuestsGetGreens • 2 points • 8 May, 2018 03:44 PM 

Sounds like you’re stuck in a loop. You’re repeating the same type of behavior and expecting different results.
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I’d recommend monk mode for awhile to recharge and analyze. How’s your relationship with your mother? I’m
guessing pretty horrible based on these experiences you’re having with women. You’re putting out a weird
energy towards women. This is what your data(multiple approaches over the years) has told you. Time to fix it.

MattyAnon • 2 points • 9 May, 2018 11:22 AM 

mega unending shit tests from women who from my perspective seem somewhat attracted

Why do you think they are attracted? Many men confuse shit tests with outright disinterest. Shit tests are "hand
him some shit to see how he handles it", which often looks like fake disinterest. Disinterest often looks the same.

I'm interested to know why you think they are "somewhat attracted"?

I'm not being rude here, but if you were someone who completely misread female signals as being attracted
when they are not, this would explain events.

If I manage to talk to a girl I have a story for each where a completely normal interaction suddenly takes a
huge sharp turn and I encounter absolutely brutal shit.

My guess... and this is just a guess... is that you are a weak threat to their values. Enough of a threat to be worth
attacking, weak enough that they feel they can get away with it. Allow me to explain: if I say "I fuck bitches and
don't commit to them", I'll get away with it (they may dislike it, but they know it's futile to discuss it). If I say
"um... I'd like to... you know... not get married possibly", they'll jump in and attack like vultures: "you HAVE to
commit to women, what are you a misogynist?". Weak threats invite attack.

As I say... just a guess if you're getting brutal shit from women.

This merch girl appears from nowhere and screams right in the middle of the street “is this guy harassing
you? He’s been harassing me and women all weekend”.

Fuck. This is weird.

Either she is jealous or you have COMPLETELY misread how much she enjoyed the conversation with you.

White knights and complete strangers (women) jumping in to defend her and threaten to beat me up. I’m
instantly banned from the event.

Sadly this is reality... everyone believes a distressed woman.

I make sure I don’t break frame

One way you broke frame was asking "what did I do". This is wrong and weak. Instead say simply "I did
nothing". Wouldn't have made any difference in this case, but it's indicative of you accepting authority and
weakly questioning it. Don't ask questions. State facts.

My female friends immediately disappeared unsurprisingly.

They are not your friends.

I’d love to say this is a one off but this shit happens to me like once a month. My own sisters are constantly
trying to break my frame in every single conversation we have.

Okay. You need to avoid your sisters. And you need to deal better with all this "trying to break your frame". Are
you sure this is what they're doing? Or are you seeing a simplistic "everything is a shit test" view of the world?
You deal best with shit tests by ignoring them. Can you give examples of these tests from your sisters?

I can only see (from what you've said) a few potential problems that are causing this, and I confess I can't be sure
what's happening. But I'l try:
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Weak threat (as detailed above). Fix by: non-threatening to her values, be strong, no questions, state facts. Eg
Fuck bitches left and right, but tell everyone how "you'd love to settle down one day, with that super special
girl".

Being emotionally needy. Needing something from them. "Reaching" humour - hoping and looking for a
positive reaction. Trying to get something. Looking for approval. Fix by: giving value, taking nothing, needing
nothing from the person you're talking to.

Incredible misunderstanding of the level of interest of women you're talking to. You think you're flirting, but
really they're uncomfortable. Women are hugely conflict averse, so will smile and giggle (and flirt) to get
approval and reduce conflict, and then later claim you're harassing them. Fix by: talk to girls for much shorter
periods of time, find a polite excuse to walk away... then rejoin. Judge how welcome you are by how willingly
they talk to you the second time.

Jealousy. Unlikely but possible. Fix by: tricky, because jealousy often works in your favour.

Rudeness/rejecting women. Can't be sure from your description... but could be some way you're dismissing
them, making them feel rejected or hurt in some way.

from my perspective seem somewhat attracted but for some reason are terrified of acknowledging it [your
emphasis]

Coming back to this, this is a worrying attitude. Let me explain:

You say attracted from your perspective. Does this mean you think they might not be attracted? "Terrified of
acknowledging it" is weird.

Women are not terrified of acknowledging their attraction - they are terrified of rejection and usually partly
attracted and partly terrified. Generally women need comfort as well as attraction - and that means mutual trust.
(Easily accomplished by spending time with her and being comfortable in yourself).

Your attitude of "she's attracted deep down but afraid to show it" is blaming her/them: you are thinking they are
attracted but blaming them for a subsequent negative reaction.

Look, women shouldn't go nuts at you, and shouldn't react badly. Sure, I get that... but there are millions of
women out there, they all operate under basically the same formula, it's YOUR job to work out how to get what
you want from the world. Women are as they are.... and sorry to say, if they are often reacting badly to you, then
this is your fault not theirs. Blaming them will not help you progress.

You're doing great with talking to and approaching women. They may even be somewhat attracted. But you
have a lot of work to do to seem.... I don't know exactly... probably safe, normal. I think you're misreading
signals. Try dipping in and out of conversations more (politely) so you can judge by you rejoining (smiles?
welcoming? "come talk to me some more?").

Don't touch them until you've got this shit sorted. Smile lots, but keep the flirting subtle. Don't say anything that
could sound bad when repeated to someone else. Keep it light. Keep talking to girls, but you need to learn the
difference between shit test and disinterest.

And avoid all staff everywhere. They have to talk to you, so you can't judge their interest levels. Keep it friendly
and fun, but don't chat them up.

Hope this helps.

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 9 May, 2018 06:17 PM [recovered]

It feels like a shit test because it is a unusual concern born out of seemingly nowhere. At no point was this
woman annoyed or upset. She had no reason for what she did when asked for one. And she intervened in a
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situation that had nothing to do with her where no obvious discomfort from my friend was expressed.

Not a lot of girls are attracted so i believe i can tell when a girl is attracted. That doesn't mean i only talk to
attracted girls but if there is a clear disinterest its usually a very polite dismissal via some plausible
deniability. There is no vibe.

This weekend was full of people just having fun including her. If at any point there was genuine annoyance
or disinterest i'd say "hey see ya later" or just quietly leave. Usually she would simply just cut of all
communication if there was a genuine lack of interest.

Aren't shit tests usually quite brutal to see how i react and disinterest very neutral as in to end the
communication as soon as possible without offending me? That's always been my interpretation.

Yeah i think weak threat is exactly what i am. I'm not assertive/confident ENOUGH but i'm not willing to
fall into submission either. They have two boxes and i'm somewhere in the middle.

I want to say she was jealous but even that seems like a stretch, so it seems like a shit test to finally break me
into submission. And i'm not someone who thinks positively about something like this usually "yeah bitches
aint shitt". I'm not good at bullshitting myself for positive reasons but this situation really just seems that way
and i just wanted to explore that idea.

When i say "what did i do" my exact phrasing was "tell me what i did. go on." I never apologised or DEERed
because i have learned that lesson from a previous situation like this.

My female 'friends' are women first. Hell my own sisters subscribe to women before their own family so i
didn't expect any of my 'friends' to support me. Even the ex band member. She ran off quick to avoid taking
sides.

I avoid my sisters and my mom. You've responded to me in another thread about that before. My sister 'shit
tested' me a couple weeks ago and she lost. Long story short i had to stay with her briefly inbetween moving
and 2 days in she demanded i pay rent (never part of the deal) or move out (when she owes the rest of the
family huge amounts of money). I said i'll move out and moved into my car for a week before finding a place
and subsequently destroyed any reputation she had left within my family. She doesn't pick up anyones phone
now because she took such a stupid risk she obviously thought she would win because apparently i am that
submissive (which i am not). There is no way she would have done something so stupid unless she thought
she would win and for some reason she thought she could win. Things like that with my sisters but this was
the biggest.

My experience of all of this is i am shit tested when they truly believe they are going to win, and they never
do. The shit test keeps going until it reaches ridiculous levels.

I really think i have killed a lot of neediness. I don't rely on anyone for anything and any time i do ask a
favour or support i always get humiliated in response. Men and women. So i just don't ask for favours or
seek support from anyone. I hugely appreciate it when someone does come through.

I don't spend long periods of time talking. It's always a short investment test, and i walk away on a high note
regardless of how it goes, i'm not outcome dependent. I just go and have a bit of fun and then leave when it's
going well.

> You say attracted from your perspective. Does this mean you think they might not be attracted? "Terrified
of acknowledging it" is weird.

To me it seems like i'm not good looking enough and they dislike their attraction to me and want to destroy
my frame so they can dismiss me. That's what i truly think is going on coupled with being a 'weak target'. I'm
more confident and assertive than i should be but *not enough*.

Yeah i will avoid staff. I don't touch unless they invite it/are in my personal space without apprehension.
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Thanks a lot for you reply, i appreciate it. If you have any idea with this last info that'd be awesome. I owe
you a beer, or maybe a nice watermelon. Cheers

MattyAnon • 2 points • 9 May, 2018 06:36 PM 

It feels like a shit test because it is a unusual concern born out of seemingly nowhere. At no point was
this woman annoyed or upset. She had no reason for what she did when asked for one. And she
intervened in a situation that had nothing to do with her where no obvious discomfort from my friend
was expressed.

Are you sure you understand the difference between giving you shit and being nasty, mean and
abusive....... .and "shit test" ?

Not a lot of girls are attracted so i believe i can tell when a girl is attracted.

Disagree. If most show no signs of attraction, you'll jump at anything. Girl smiles at you? She must be
attracted!

Thing is... girls smile and flirt all the fucking time with anyone. It gets them attention.

If at any point there was genuine annoyance

I think you are misinterpreting their annoyance as a shit test. You think they are attracted and giving you
playful shit, and really they are giving you honest shit because they want you to go away.

Aren't shit tests usually quite brutal to see how i react and disinterest very neutral as in to end the
communication as soon as possible without offending me? That's always been my interpretation.

No. Shit tests tend to be mild. They are usually feigns of mild disinterest or attempts to beta you. "Buy
me a drink" or not really responding much, or verbal things like "I bet you say that to all the girls".

Try this: TAKE ALL THEIR SHIT AT FACE VALUE. Girl says "fuck off", you smile and leave. Girl
says "I don't like you", you smile and say "no problem". You don't take it too seriously, but you take it at
face value. You are not phased by it, you don't fight it, you kinda ignore it... but you also do take it as it is
said.

This is a pass because you don't care. You meet their disinterest with your own disinterest, if it's a shit
test. If it's a genuine "fuck off" then that's fine too because you took it at face value and left them alone.

Seriously. Try this. I think you're interpreting too many things as shit tests when they aren't. The way you
handle a playful fuck off is to smile and leave... and the way you handle a real fuck off is exactly the
same.

When i say "what did i do" my exact phrasing was "tell me what i did. go on."

Still not right. "I did nothing" is what you need. You don't want to get them to start talking, because all
she has to do is cry and there you are saying "go on... tell me more... tell me what I did". Onlooker WILL
NOT UNDERSTAND that you did nothing.

The shit test keeps going until it reaches ridiculous levels.

You need to get this "shit testing" thing out of your head. Your family is not shit testing you to try and
test your strength and then fuck you. They are GIVING YOU SHIT. You handle this by changing your
situation so you don't have to listen to it anymore. You walk away and you change your life.

To me it seems like i'm not good looking enough and they dislike their attraction to me and want to
destroy my frame so they can dismiss me.
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Yes, likely true. Yes they do this. BUT... what they're doing is trying to get rid of you. Failing to do this
does not result in attraction or sex. You are harassing these people.

You are taking "shit test" and "frame breaking" to the point where you see everything as a test to be
withstood. They're trying to make you go away, you're thinking "no, you will not break my frame".

Fucking quit this shit.

Talk... leave... talk again... leave again... backwards/forwards. Tease when she shows interest. USE A
FALSE TIME CONSTRAINT.... bait them to try to force you to stay and talk to them, look like you
might leave at any second. Tease them with your company and attention, while making them have no
fear you'll overstay your welcome because you seem like you're leaving.

Talk to women casually over your shoulder, don't face them [threatening].

And please please please... at least for now... start by assuming all their shit test are real pleas for you to
go away. You don't have to pass any "go away" type shit tests to sleep with her, and if you want to flirt
with her you certainly don't. Try to be normally sociable and get that right before you move onto
advanced stuff like frame control and passing shit tests. You've got to stop getting these negative
reactions.

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 9 May, 2018 10:04 PM [recovered]

Are you sure you understand the difference between giving you shit and being nasty, mean and
abusive....... .and "shit test" ?

I really honestly don’t. I thought everything is simply a test of frame. She can’t walk away until she
has destroyed your frame so she can justify her hamster you’re weak. My oneitis did this.

Disagree. If most show no signs of attraction, you'll jump at anything. Girl smiles at you? She
must be attracted!

So I really don’t know where the balance is between not showing attention/engaging and flirting is.
90% of the time I tend to err on the safe side/uninterested.

No. Shit tests tend to be mild. They are usually feigns of mild disinterest or attempts to beta you.
"Buy me a drink" or not really responding much, or verbal things like "I bet you say that to all the
girls".

Try this: TAKE ALL THEIR SHIT AT FACE VALUE. Girl says "fuck off", you smile and leave.
Girl says "I don't like you", you smile and say "no problem". You don't take it too seriously, but
you take it at face value. You are not phased by it, you don't fight it, you kinda ignore it... but you
also do take it as it is said

Seriously. Try this. I think you're interpreting too many things as shit tests when they aren't. The
way you handle a playful fuck off is to smile and leave... and the way you handle a real fuck off is
exactly the same.

I don’t know if you believe me but if I was told to fuck off I would casually fuck off. Like I said in a
previous reply.

Still not right. "I did nothing" is what you need. You don't want to get them to start talking,
because all she has to do is cry and there you are saying "go on... tell me more... tell me what I
did". Onlooker WILL NOT UNDERSTAND that you did nothing.
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Ok. It seemed to me at the time defensive instead of neutral.

Yes, likely true. Yes they do this. BUT... what they're doing is trying to get rid of you. Failing to
do this does not result in attraction or sex. You are harassing these people.

You are taking "shit test" and "frame breaking" to the point where you see everything as a test to
be withstood. They're trying to make you go away, you're thinking "no, you will not break my
frame".

Fucking quit this shit.

Ok. I guess I’ve misunderstood things on a fundamental level.

Talk... leave... talk again... leave again... backwards/forwards. Tease when she shows interest.
USE A FALSE TIME CONSTRAINT.... bait them to try to force you to stay and talk to them,
look like you might leave at any second. Tease them with your company and attention, while
making them have no fear you'll overstay your welcome because you seem like you're leaving.

I do this. The music acts were the time constraint. I was only ever there for less than a minute or so
with everyone. It was casual and convenient.

And please please please... at least for now... start by assuming all their shit test are real pleas for
you to go away. You don't have to pass any "go away" type shit tests to sleep with her, and if you
want to flirt with her you certainly don't. Try to be normally sociable and get that right before you
move onto advanced stuff like frame control and passing shit tests. You've got to stop getting
these negative reactions.

Ok man. I appreciate you taking the time to go through this. You’re always chill and patient and write
thoughtful shit.

Just read the PM reply as well btw.

I’ve had trouble building confidence, sexual worth for the longest time and thought I was getting
somewhere recently. I’ve likely built ideas from a corrupted misinterpretation of TRP theory.

Im just going to tone down my personality and ego and just stop thinking about all this for a bit and
just stay out of the way. It’s not leading me anywhere healthy and I can’t seem to get on the right
track or figure it out correctly. I don’t aim to offend or harass but I’m consistently fucking up. I
thought I was in the right. I’m not good with women.

Thanks a lot, I appreciate it :)

MattyAnon • 1 point • 9 May, 2018 10:45 PM 

I don’t know if you believe me but if I was told to fuck off I would casually fuck off.

Read what I said again. Women will not do this. You need to understand why.

I’ve had trouble building confidence, sexual worth for the longest time and thought I was
getting somewhere recently. I’ve likely built ideas from a corrupted misinterpretation of TRP
theory.

Yes.

For now... FOR NOW.... until you're super comfortable and have put this behind you (for 6
months at least).... it's time to be more cautious. Walk away politely and with a smile when they're
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uncomfortable. You can always reopen and see how that goes. Shit tests and frame control isn't
standing there until she screams, it's knowing your value. And that means not making her
uncomfortable.

Im just going to tone down my personality and ego and just stop thinking about all this for a
bit and just stay out of the way

Nah, don't go all monk mode. Quit the "all or nothing" thinking, it's destructive. You're right
about the ego thing. Talk to girls, but keep it low key and ABSOLUTELY NO trying to break
their frame, making them uncomfortable. The second EITHER of you isn't having fun (but
especially them), move away, disengage, turn your body away.

She WILL test for this, even if attracted. "Um.. he seems nice... but if I need him to leave, will
he? I'll try turning away a bit and just check he understands". If you keep ploughing through
without backing off a bit, she'll feel scared no matter how attracted. You're better off teasing and
coaxing than barrelling through and striking terror into her.

Keep talking to girls, but walk away and move away more. AND NO TOUCHING ON FIRST
MEETING, at least until you have this shit solid (6 months).

I don’t aim to offend or harass

What you see as frame and shit tests is exactly the same as harassment unfortunately. Girls will
join in at your level if you do this right.... ie you talk to them, then move away a little, they'll grab
you back if they like you. They won't make the first move, but they'll try to stop you leaving.

I’m not good with women.

What's your bodyfat percentage?

360_no_scope_upvote • 2 points • 8 May, 2018 05:11 PM 

Reading your responses OP you are jaded af and are walking around with a chip on your shoulder. Listen to the
advice here, two years no sex is on you, and all you.

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 05:14 PM [recovered]

Thanks for the non advice.

360_no_scope_upvote • 2 points • 8 May, 2018 05:18 PM 

Enjoy your sexless existence

DarkWhale___ • 1 point • 8 May, 2018 12:50 PM 

Wow sorry that happened to you. You should probably pick your targets better. Less is more if you’re not what
women consider hot. If you’re coming off as flirting with too many then you might get pinned as the horny guy
or whatever the fuck they label dudes these days.

jm51 • 1 point • 8 May, 2018 09:25 PM 

Less is more if you’re not what women consider hot.

I knew an ugly guy that was a natural player. He would say 'If I was good looking, I'd be able to bed them 30
minutes sooner'.
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RaughKee • 1 point • 8 May, 2018 01:55 PM 

There is a difference between high confidence and triggering a woman’s amygdala. Be cool too, you’re probably
being too intense and persistent. Flirt, walk away and come back way later to flirt again. Learn to be a better
reader of IOIs.

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 02:01 PM [recovered]

You’re telling me stuff I believe I already do. I leave if it gets weird but I leave on my terms always.

Let’s remember I wasn’t even talking to her when she caused this shit storm. I was talking to a female friend
in the middle of the street. I was with fellow dudes and we were surrounded by 10 mutual friends, most of
which defended me. It’s annoying I have to justify this even on TRP.

Everyone criticising me shut the fuck up or changed attack angle when I pointed out this girl was my ex band
mate. This was a ridiculous unwarranted situation and it is not due to me harassing her, it’s some sort of
power game she has in her mind and I need to figure out why.

MattyAnon • 1 point • 9 May, 2018 11:40 AM 

Everyone criticising me shut the fuck up or changed attack angle when I pointed out this girl was my
ex band mate. This was a ridiculous unwarranted situation and it is not due to me harassing her, it’s
some sort of power game she has in her mind and I need to figure out why.

Wait... you already knew this girl? Why did you miss that part out of your story?

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 9 May, 2018 12:04 PM [recovered]

No no. I approached a girl I knew in the street who was my ex band mate, who I had spoke to 10
times over the weekend. The merch girl then approached the two of us within seconds out of nowhere
and shouted loudly “is he harassing you” etc.

People start using the example of me approaching this girl I knew as a reason to demonise me. Once I
explain this woman is my ex band mate they all immediately lose the steam in their argument but
continue criticising as they are unwilling to be wrong (bouncers, white knights and other random
women).

MattyAnon • 1 point • 9 May, 2018 12:49 PM 

Ah, gotcha.

Random dumb shit happens, but it doesn't happen this often to one person unless that person is
doing something to trigger it.

Kommanderdude • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 03:19 PM [recovered]

I would make some suggestions but what I have to say isn’t CoC compliant here. So I’ll just keep my mouth
shut.

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 03:52 PM [recovered]

CoC?

Kommanderdude • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 05:27 PM [recovered]

Code of conduct

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 05:31 PM [recovered]
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I don’t understand but whatever

donkeydodo • 1 point • 8 May, 2018 04:10 PM 

I can see what you mean; AWALT, they can be real cunts to those they see as lower than themselves. The advice
I'd give to you is improve your frame. You said you were under average looking, then you have to compensate
for that by acting as if you were above average; in the situation where they called you out for being a 'creep',
when you ask them what you did that is a kind of a neutral position; it allows them to choose whether you did
something good or bad. What you have to do is give them the illusion that you did something good (which it
sounds like you did according to your story) and be a spin doctor. If they imply that you're a creep because
you're 'hitting' on them by just communicating, call them out for thinking that you hit on them. Even if you did,
don't admit it openly, keep your cool and just state that you did not hit on them and tell them that not every man
wants to put a dick inside them, try to make them feel bad for the assumption. You could tell them e.g that your
standard is higher than that, that you look for something with competence (don't be too rude though, it might
backfire then). If they'd call you out for being ugly, just laugh it off and don't argue with them. You want to
appear as if you have a better choice than the bitch who you're talking to, that itself will increase your SMV and
you'd most likely be able to get IOI's from them just because you appear to have higher SMV than they do

empatheticapathetic • 1 points • 8 May, 2018 10:23 PM [recovered]

Hey cheers for the response. This description is exactly me. I do this shit naturally post TRP. I couldn’t make
it fun/spin the narrative in my favour in this situation due to the magnitude of what was happening. Why did
it happen though? Do you agree it was a shit test?

donkeydodo • 1 point • 9 May, 2018 07:47 AM 

Yes, I speculate that the more attractive someone is the less shit tested he is, there is a correlation I think.
Some are born into easy difficulty whereas some play at hard from start, life isn't fair unfortunately. An
alternative is to go monk mode until you're a millionaire, then bitches will come no matter how you look;
google DJ Khaled for reference

FUCK_YEA_GLITTER • 1 point • 8 May, 2018 04:15 PM 

Am I the only person that notices when people have this problem it is because they come off as too pushy in
conversation, because they are following the "keep talking until she says go away or no" way of blasting through
being uncomfortable, while also being not very attractive. This leads to dudes overstepping and missing
somewhat obvious social cues, which then leads to other people seeing what they seem as distress, and jump in
to defend the female. If you're more casual in conversation, you should have better luck. At the risk of sounding
cynical, being attractive definitely helps here.

MattyAnon • 1 point • 9 May, 2018 11:42 AM 

You're not the only one :)

Mr_Badass • 1 point • 8 May, 2018 05:43 PM 

Practice talking in the mirror. Maybe you're giving off some sort of intimidating vibe.

TRPthroway1847 • 1 point • 8 May, 2018 07:01 PM 

You are creeping these girls out big time.

You state your intention is to not fuck these girls. Then what is your intention? Just to flirt? To build your ego
without risking anything? If you are trying to simply improve your general social skills then chit chat and get out
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of there quickly, keep it light. If you are actually trying to game girls, then actually try to game them and fuck
them. You are likely giving off some weird, intense creepy vibe because she doesn’t know if you want to skin
her or fuck her.

That’s not to say you should just start sexually escalating. With where you are now, you would probably end up
in jail and on a list. I think you should stop approaching women for like a month and just observe their
interactions with dudes and read up on the sidebar material. If the chicks are initially receptive then the issue
isn’t your looks or your projected confidence.
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